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EVENTS IN WARMIA AND MASURIA 

 

 
arch. Fundacja Grunwald 

 

The Warmian-Masurian Voivodeship  means not only  amazing nature and monuments,  but 

also cultural events and a wide variety of re-enactments. Festivals attract lovers of good 

music, theater and artistic experiences to Warmia and Mazury. Culture and beautiful nature 

interact perfectly. Those who listen to classical music and those who flex to reggae - there is 

something for everyone in the rich calendar of cultural events. Many events are held in 

amphitheaters, which are numerous in the region. In addition, there are many outdoor events, 

including re-enactments. The most flagship event for many years has been the re-enactment of 

the Battle of Grunwald. As every year, many organ music concerts are organized in the region 

this summer.  

www.mazury.travel/en/events/ 
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MEDIEVAL CULTURE FESTIVAL MASURIA RYN 2022 

 
arch. Festiwal Kultury Średniowiecza Masuria 2021 

 

We would like to invite you to Ryn between 12 and 14 August 2022 for the next edition of the 

MASURIA Ryn 2022 Festival of Medieval Culture. The MASURIA Medieval Culture 

Festival is a 3-day event filled with medieval culture, knightly combat shows, plebeian 

competitions, ancient crafts workshops, a handicraft fair or a battle show, and many other 

interesting events. Ryn turns into a medieval town, full of knightly brotherhoods, courtiers, 

woodcarvers, minter, blacksmiths or craftsmen. During the day there are knightly tournaments 

and shows of ancient crafts. "Masuria" also includes a regional fair, street theatre 

performances and an early music concert. The festival concludes with an evening theatre 

performance. 

www.zamekryn.pl/en/ 
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MAZURY AIR SHOW GIŻYCKO 2022 

 

 
arch. AKJ 

 

You are warmly invited to Giżycko between  6 and 7 August 2022 for the next edition of the 

Mazury AirShow Giżycko 2022. The spectacular air show will, as every year, take place on 

Lake Niegocin (vantage points: the town beach, Giżycko pier, Ekomarina Giżycko harbour 

and St Bruno's Hill). A spectacular air show, one of the largest civilian air shows in Poland, 

and it's in Giżycko! This is a unique aviation event! Aerial acrobatics performed by jets, 

historic aircraft, helicopters and water aeroplanes. The Mazury AirShow is an event for the 

whole family, guaranteeing a great holiday adventure for small and big aviation enthusiasts. 

Part of the dynamic air show as part of the "Mazury AirShow 2022" programme will take 

place in Giżycko, by Lake Niegocin and the best place to watch the sky-shows is  near the city 

beach. This is where we suggest you find yourself a 'seat' to admire the sky show. 

www.mazuryairshow.pl/ 
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AN BALLOON COMPETITION EŁK 

 

 
arch. MOSIR  Ełk 

 

We would like to invite you to Ełk between 12 and 14 August 2022 for the 15th edition of the 

Mazurian Ballooning Competition Ełk 2022. Ełk becomes the balloon capital of Poland for a 

few days in August. The event has become a firm fixture in Elk's calendar of events. 

Furthermore, the Mazurian Ballooning Competition is an event prepared on a grand scale that 

attracts crowds of spectators to Elk. There are flights over the city centre, a parade of 

balloonists and night shows, which are extremely popular in the programme. For several days 

you can admire a real spectacle performed by balloonists from all over Europe in Ełk. 

Undeniably, the Mazurian Balloon Competition is one of the most interesting balloon events 

in the north-eastern Europe. 

www.mosir.elk.pl 
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51ST TRADITIONAL JAZZ FESTIVAL OLD JAZZ MEETING "GOLDEN TARKA" 

(GOLD  GRATER) IN IŁAWA (12 - 14 AUGUST 2022) 

 
arch. Iławskiego Centrum Kultury 

 

"Złota Tarka" is one of the largest festivals in Poland which preserves traditional jazz. The 

first festival took place in Warsaw around 50 years ago. The first prize called “Złota Tarka” 

was awarded in the club Stodoła/Barn  in 1965. The festival has been staged in Iława since 

1994.  The amphitheatre by Lake Jeziorak was built for this event. It was named after the 

famous jazz musician Louis Armstrong. Hotlanta Dixieland Jazz, Mfa Kera, Jan "Ptaszyn" 

Wróblewski, Andrzej Jagodziński, Ivan Mladek, Max Collie Rhythm Aces, Ireneusz Dudek, 

Molly Ryan, Adrian Cunningham Quartet, Olivier Franc, Henning Munk & Plumperne, 

Daniel Keeling and many other musicians have performed on this stage of the beautifully 

situated amphitheatre for the last 20 years of the festival. This year festival begins on 12th 

August (Friday) with the New Orlean parade with the band Brass Federacja. After a break of 

five years, the 'Golden Tarka' Award Competition returns. The evening will be concluded 

with a Jazz Ball with Szymon Klekowicki's Parnas Band with guest Tamara Behler. The Gala 

Concert "100 Years of Jazz in Poland" will feature the Alchemik Big Band by Grzegorz 

Grzech Piotrowski, Hanna Banaszak with a band, Ewa Bem, Janusz Szrom, Piotr Schmidt and 

Henryk Miśkiewicz on Saturday. Moreover, the concert by Gunhild Carling and her band will 

be staged. A jazz mass with musicians is planned in the amphitheatre for Sunday 

www.zlotatarka.p 

 

http://www.zlotatarka.p/
http://www.zlotatarka.p/

